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1 Introduction.

The Delaunay tessellation (DT) of a protein structure [6] collects representative points of four “neigh-
boring” residues into tetrahedra. The DT has many applications in the analysis of protein structure,
of which we consider two in detail – scoring folded proteins to distinguish the native state from de-
coys [2, 4] and detecting motifs of local structure [7].

The Delaunay tessellation is defined using an “empty sphere” criterion (Delaunay, 1934) – the
circumspheres of Delaunay tetrahedra contain no other points. However, protein atom coordinates are
subject to uncertainties from rounding, measurement, conformational change and motion, and small
changes in the coordinates may cause large changes in the DT.

The almost-Delaunay tetrahedra [1] expand the set of Delaunay tetrahedra to account for perturba-
tion or motion of point coordinates. We define a quadruple of points to be in the set ofalmost-Delaunay
tetrahedrawith parameterε, denoted AD(ε), if there is a perturbation of all points by at mostε that
makes its circumsphere empty. We denote the minimum such perturbation for a quadruple itsAD
threshold. The Delaunay tetrahedra have threshold 0.

2 Experiments and Results
Our implementation in MATLAB and C++ can calculate the AD tetrahedra for typical proteins of 100-
1000 residues in a few seconds to a few minutes, for typical values of two parameters: the maximum
edge length (prune) and maximum perturbation allowed (cutoff). By studying a large number of point
sets with different structure, we observed that there are fewer AD tetrahedra at low thresholds in proteins
than in random point sets; hence the DT is more stable in proteins.

Simplicial Neighbor Analysis of Protein Packing (SNAPP) [2, 4] scores protein structures by sum-
ming the frequencies with which the four-tuples of amino acids observed as Delaunay neighbors, occur
in native protein structures. We calculated SNAPP scores using AD tetrahedra for 6 proteins and their
decoys from the4statereduced[5] set. Overall, the modified scores were as successful as the original
at distinguishing proteins from decoys, and made a slightly stronger distinction between proteins and
highest-scoring decoys. Thus, decoy discrimination using the DT is robust.

We observed that the histogram distribution of AD tetrahedra vs. threshold for an idealα-helix has
sharp peaks atε = 0.3, 0.7 and1.2. These values ofε correspond to specific patterns in the residue
sequence numbers, as shown in Figure 1. Histograms for proteins containingα-helices reveal the same
peaks and patterns; we can mark the corresponding tetrahedra asα-helical, and determine the residues in
α-helical conformation using a heuristic. We may identifyβ-sheets andβ-turns similarly by decoding
patterns present in their AD tetrahedra. For details of the methods, see http://www.cs.unc.edu/∼debug/
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papers/AlmDel. Secondary structures assigned using the AD method match the widely used DSSP [3]
assignments in most cases (a few are shown in Table 1). They are consistent and robust in cases where
DSSP is not, and are closer to visual assignments done by a human expert.

(a) µ(ε) σ(ε) Patterns
0 0.00 •••• ••◦••
0.31 0.11 •◦••• •••◦•
0.64 0.03 ••◦◦••
0.74 0.04 •◦◦••• •◦•◦•• •◦••◦•••◦•◦• •••◦◦•
0.82 0.08 •◦◦••◦• •◦••◦◦•
1.22 0.04 •◦◦◦••• •◦◦•◦•• •◦•◦◦•••◦•◦•◦• ••◦◦◦•• ••◦◦•◦•••◦•◦◦• •••◦◦◦•
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Avg. hist. for 33 synth. α−helices, 63 residues
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Histogram for 2cro C-α's, 64 residues
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Pattern with 1 gap in 5
Consecutive pattern
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Figure 1:(a) Patterns forAD(ε) tetrahedra in a syntheticα-helix. •=residue,◦=gap, prune= 10Å and cutoff
ε < 2Å. (b) Histogram showingα-helical peaks, also seen in (c) 2cro and (d) a decoy with same secondary structure.

PDB ID # α-helix β-sheet β-turn
/chain resid DSSP AD DSSP AD PRO AD
1brx 209 158 158 10 8 12 10
1lrv 233 90 100 0 0 29 36
1timA 247 106 101 42 51 15 18
1bg5 254 70 102 0 12 68 32
1ejdA 418 128 138 105 134 43 40
1oen 524 133 112 126 138 86 94

Table 1:α-helical,β-sheet andβ-turn residues assigned by DSSP [3] and by our AD patterns for 6 protein chains
with varying lengths and CATH architectures.
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